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1. INSTRUMENTS OVERVIEW

The Medacta MectaFlip is a disposable instrument for Hip 
arthroscopy soft tissue management designed to retract 
the soft tissue from the surgical site and to increase the 
visibility on the intra-operative space during hip arthroscopic 
procedures.

1.1 MECTAFLIP DESCRIPTION

The Medacta MectaFlip Intra Articular Expander is a Ø3 
mm needle with a patented mechanism allowing for 
flipping the tip by 90°. The plastic barrel control the 
movement of the flipping tip used to retract the soft tissue 
in a precise way thanks to the dedicated mechanism. The 
detachable plastic counterplate is designed to compress a 
wider area of soft tissues when coupled with the ratchet of 
the main body, allowing the use of multiple devices at the 
same time if bigger retraction is needed.

1.

3 lenghts available:

• 05.09.10.0001 MectaFlip 80mm 

• 05.09.10.0002 MectaFlip 120mm

• 05.09.10.0003 MectaFlip 150mm

- Movable tip (0°-90°) controlled by the plastic barrel  
- Plastic counterplate that engages with body ratchet

1.2 SURGICAL STEPS

Insert the main body through the skin until the desired 
position is reached, keeping the tip in straight configuration. 

2.

3.

4. 
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5.

Flip the distal tip by moving the plastic barrel until the final 
position is reached

6. 

7.

Couple the star counter plate over the main body pressing 
the star handles

8.

9.

10.
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Press the counterplate towards the skin while pulling the 
ring handle with the other hand in order to compress and 
raise the soft tissues

11.

12.

13.

14.

Multiple devices can be used at the same time if more 
visibility is needed  

15.
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Part numbers subject to change.

NOTE FOR STERILISATION
Medacta Mectaflip is delivered sterile.
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